
2014 Century Wrap-up June 4, 2014 at Jeff Kurtock’s.

Attending:
Alan Forkosh
Bonnie Goldsmith
Melarie Johnson
Jeff Kurtock
Ann Lehr
Liisa Lyon

Ellen McGarvey
Ken Morrison
Jim O’Melia
Sherie Reineman
Steve Tracy
John Steinberg

1. Food Quantities
Almost everyone agreed that we ordered quite a bit too much food, but it’s not clear exactly
where that happened.  Reducing the fruit order by, say, 10%, would only be a guess.  (It was also
pointed out that our count showed we put 837± on the road instead of the expected 900±, which
if true would account for some excesses.)

We need to get a better handle on where we are having excesses.  Sherie suggested she
could prepare a “form” (based on each destination’s manifest) that could be handed to a
volunteer who could list what is coming back.  After a year or three (weather makes a difference)
we should be able to get a handle on it.

2. TShirts/GU to Campo
The Campo truck is scheduled to arrive there somewhere around 10am.  It was believed,
erroneously, that it got there much earlier, and so TShirts for parking and registration, as well as
GU chomps for registration distribution, were on the truck.  We’ll need to get a different way to
get those to registration.

3. TShirts for volunteers are delivered directly to the site on the respective truck, but there
are some volunteers (mainly, Callers and Quick Breads) that don’t have a “site.”  If the volunteer
also works another job, they get their TShirt at that site.  But that still leaves a fair number. 
Starting in 2015 Melarie will deliver a bag for those two groups to their respective Coordinator,
who will be better positioned to handle post-Century distribution of these TShirts.  There are still
a few other “site-less” volunteers and Coordinators, but so far these mostly work multiple jobs.

These volunteers can also drop by and pick up their TShirts at Campo, but so far this has
been infrequent, so we should have enough TShirts to cover the occasional drop-by.

4. Credit Cards day-of
Alan Forkosh processed over $700 of credit card sales for Jerseys and TShirts.  This was a big
help (people don’t carry cash like they used to).  Alan should be able to do this in 2015, but he
notes that he can do a much better job if he has the “menu” of items and prices in advance.

This is less likely to be a help for day-of registration.  The only times we take day-of is
when someone insists he paid but we don’t have him on the list.  While we get 1-3 of these every
year, after the fact we have NEVER found an error in our system, so we want to continue to
discourage this sort of thing.

5. Back-trace of Jersey distribution
John Steinberg thinks some errors crept into the way distributed pre-paid Jerseys (and TShirts)
were checked off the list, and in the future he will designate one person (maybe himself) to check
off each one as distributed.

6. Staging units
Ken Morrison picked up three units, one 10x40 and 2 10x20s.  Since the food from Berkeley
Bowl stays on the truck (and parked near Micky’s), we can easily drop at least one of the 10x20s. 
Note that this is affected (somehow) because we no longer move the grills in our trucks – they’re



delivered.  Ken thought that we could get by with as little as a two-car garage if a member would
offer one for three weeks; this is approximately a $900 item, can’t be reserved far in advance,
and without using special deals (e.g., first month for $1) would be much more expensive.  The
location should be more-or-less central and able to handle trucks coming and going (e.g., Jeff’s
wouldn’t work).

7. Label the coolers
Ken suggested pre-labeling the coolers (drinks and ice chests) with a destination; something as
simple as a 2x4 mailing label marked with a sharpie.  (Stay away from Duct tape; it leaves an
awful residue.)

8. Signs
Ken suggested the signs be marked (on the back?) with their destination, but that brought up the
whole issue of using signs written with a Magic marker.  East Bay Blueprint 510-261-2990 can
print any size (our a-frame signs are 18"x18") from a PDF for $0.75/ft², or about $2 per sign. (It
was suggested we should get the signs laminated to make them tougher.  Lamination is $3.50/ft²,
so if a laminated sign lasts 5 years and a plain one lasts only one, we’re still better off with plain.)

These would look much better.  We’d need to do some planning in advance to get just the
right signs.  We could print the destination (in small type) right on the sign.  We could use
double-sided tape to apply arrows (in the event we can’t figure out the direction in advance), but
that will be pretty sloppy.

We’ll need to look at signs on the manifest, and get each Coord to specify their desired
signs clearly.

9. Artisana
Bonnie Goldsmith handled Proctor and contact with Artisana.  At Proctor, there was limited
demand for the Artisana packets, but good demand for the spreads applied by us to bread items. 
But other Coords noted a bigger demand at earlier rest stops.

Though based on thin data, we suggested we should try to get the same mix as in 2014.

10. GU
The current selection of GU items (as provided by GU) is good, with a request for a little

more drink mix and Chomps.  Apparently, GU decides what they give us (why not?) based on the
number of participants (1,000).  Also, it is apparently NOT just what they have on hand; Melarie
reports that she arrived at GU to pick up our items, and she was asked to wait a minute.  The
UPS truck arrived with out stuff!

Bonnie reports we will have a new contact at GU, which is why this was brought up.

11. Expo
We had at least two of our sponsors (Sports Basement and Bike East Bay) request Expo

space.  It was thought to be a good idea, but we couldn’t get it staffed in time.  We
accommodated Bike East Bay but told SB “no.”

We have enough room under the covered walkways (looking at the posts, they are on a
14'x14' grid, leaving 26 grid-spaces if we use three sides.  Most expos use a 10' grid, so we have
lots of room).  The cover is 8' high, which is NOT high enough to use a tent (why a tent? Some
vendors hang stuff from the tent.)

We would start by offering spaces to current sponsors (SB, REI, etc.)  Then we could
offer to the usual vendors (see list on wiki of vendors spotted by Jeff at various Centuries).  We
(probably) would not charge (Chico charges $100/day), but we would ask commercial vendors
for a $100 “donation” IF they thought it was worth it (I’m told this is what Marin does).

We’d need one Coordinator who would work w/the sponsor wrangler early on, and who
would hang out at Campo day-of in the morning to get everyone set up and prevent fist-fights
over the best spots.



12. Cleanup
Cleanup needs 6-7 volunteers, and we were a little light this time.  Historically, we’ve

never had enough pre-signed volunteers, but a small handful of members appear each year to
help, and Ellen magically corrals enough others.  This may not be a sustainable model.

Placing cardboard under the grills helped a lot; do that again.
If the grills are placed on dirt again, be more aware of where water is draining (we don’t

want the grillers standing in mud).

13. Jerseys for Volunteers
Jeff reports that we sold 1 Jersey and 4 TShirts, and shipped 15 prepaid Jerseys and 8

TShirts, in the CenturyStore.  
Yet, we have about 10 prepaid Jerseys left (this is not inconsistent with what happened

last year).  The purchasers have received 3 separate emails urging them to get their Jersey.
So we’re selling them to Volunteers at $45.

14. Thanks for Coordinators
The Coordinator Thank-you (designed by Chip Scarborough and Stephen Linden) were 

handed out to those Coordinators who had not yet picked one up.  There are still 10 more
(meaning: these Coordinators are not attending meetings).  In addition, some remaining rider
premiums from prior years (First Aid kits, mirrors, headbands, Artisana packets, etc.) were
scarfed up.

15. Thanks to everyone who helped.
Jeff will not be the Century Chair in 2015 (Thank you to everyone who asked if I would

be.)
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